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An enterprise information system is not so different from any company organization. To work smoothly, both 
need clear communication standards and rules, need to share the right information, to the right people and/
or applications, at the right time. If this can be difficult to apply in a daily manual routine, it is instead absolutely 
feasible when we are talking about information technology. Making different applications communicate 
harmonically and securely can dramatically change the overall performance of any organization.

PRIMEUR  DATA  MOVER®  is  Primeur  multi-
protocol,  multi-platform,  managed  and  secure  
file  transfer  enterprise  solution able to create a 
fluid and secure communication flow between 
different applications. PRIMEUR   DATA   MOVER® 
manages synchronous    and    asynchronous    file    
transfer, never creating direct connection between 
data producers and data consumers. 

Indeed, information is shared without modifying 
the applications that produce or consume data, 
thus maintaining the total independence of the 
applications involved in the process. This process 
allows to add, swap, change or modify the IT 
and application framework with an unmatched 
simplicity and efficiency, managing input, output, 
store-and-forward and internal file transfers with a 
secure and flexible tool.

DATA  MOVER®  relies  on  PRIMEUR  DATA  ONE®  technology,  leveraging  the  Contract  Oriented  Architecture®  
(COA®)  methodology  and  its  asynchronous  event-driven  architecture  to  deliver a first-class MFT solution.

PRIMEUR DATA MOVER supports standard protocols such as: SFTP, FTPS, HTTPS, PeSIT, proprietary ones 
and third-party protocols like IBM Connect:Direct. It runs on distributed environments, Mainframe and on 
the Cloud.

Information is power

PRIMEUR DATA MOVER®,  
make communication between applications easy 
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Communication today is the most important thing for any organization, also when we are talking 
about IT applications. In fact, being able to make different applications - developed, deployed and 
produced at different times, for different needs and by different providers - smoothly communicate 
with each other is fundamental to deliver a quick, secure and efficient operativity. Indeed, often 
the operativity, compliance and performance of the entire IT system are related to the capability 
of making “different things” communicate automatically, securely and efficiently, in order to work 
together as a system and not as isolated data silos. The first rule of this process is to have the right 
information and data, at the right time, in the right place.
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PRIMEUR DATA MOVER® relies on the Contract Oriented Architecture®, a methodology developed by  
Primeur  based on 30 years’ experience working with some of the most important Fortune 500  companies  
worldwide.  

With the Contract Oriented Architecture®, MFT flows are described and managed with contracts defining the 
sets of rules, policies and constraints - entities, events and actions - that regulate each step of an integration 
process: input, mediation and output. The Contract Oriented Architecture simplifies the integration design 
breaking down complex flows in smaller activities, promoting reusability and separation of duties and 
minimizing the risk of errors and time-consuming operations.

1. Easily  change  each  phase  
without impacting Data 
Producers or Consumers.

2. Reuse contracts (or part of  
them) in other integration 
needs.

3. Know in advance how data 
moves, anticipating and 
isolating operative problems.

The COA® thus allows total control, savings and operative advantages, such as:

The Contract Oriented Architecture®,  
trasform your needs into dataflows

Benefits
Keep applications independent

Decoupling between data producers and consumers

Flexible deployment

Modern and intuitive user experience

Isolating senders and receivers

Knowing in advance how data moves

Secure management of data traffic

Modify, replace or delete applications easily

Agility to seamlessly update integration flows

On-premises and on Cloud deployment

Fast and collaborative on-boarding

Highest level of security

Isolation and anticipation of operative problems

Alignment with the highest security standards

If you arrived to read this, it means you like PRIMEUR DATA MOVER®. And if you like it in a flyer, imagine in a live DEMO!
Feel free to contact us at datamover@primeur.com for more information and to schedule your demo.

www.primeur.com

About Primeur

We are a Smart Data Integration Company, with an unconventional philosophy. For more than 30 years we 
have been serving some of the most important Fortune 500 companies with our unconventional approach, 
our problem-solving attitude and our software solutions.

We make Data Integration simple, accessible, secure and sustainable over time.

Our goal is to help Companies to manage and control the data they generate, use and analyze without 
interfering with the existing IT systems and applications.

We help Companies to work better and smoother, preserving their existing systems and IT investments.

The results are better operations, driven by better and faster decisions, delivering a better service with a 
lower investment.

 We Are Primeur.
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